PEARL RIVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
PATRON’S REQUEST FOR PURCHASE
OF MATERIALS

The Library welcomes suggestions for materials. Before making a suggestion, please check the online catalog to see if the Library already owns or has ordered the material. If the item(s) is in the catalog, you may reserve it.

To make a suggestion, please provide the following information:

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Phone Number(s) ________________________________________________________

E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________

Do you have a Pearl River Public Library card? ________ Yes ________ No

Do you want to reserve this item? ________ Yes ________ No

Format:

_____ Book _____ Audio Book CD _____ Music CD _____ Periodical

_____ DVD _____ Downloadable Audio _____ Blu-Ray _____ Other

Title: _________________________________________________________________

Author(s): _____________________________________________________________

Publisher: _____________________________________________________________

Year of Publication: ____________________________________________________

Series: ________________________________________________________________

Do you think other Library patrons would be interested in this title? ________________________________

Why? __________________________________________________________________________